
 

The future of
bespoke
outplacement
services 

begins here_

A GAME-CHANGING DELIVERY MODEL 

THAT ADAPTS TO NEW CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR.



 

It's time for a
revolutionary
change because 
job seeker's
behaviour and
learning principles
have changed_



 

fingertips, anywhere and at any time. The days of finding their way through complex

content portals to source information are gone.

 

Yet, a career transition delivery model that utilises the advantages of mobile devices

and delivers relevant content “just-in-time”, “specific to the individual” and “unique to

their situation” has been missing. 

Until now.

 

Prima  has reimagined outplacement services. We now offer a disruptive, and mobile-

led career transition delivery model. It’s a perfect blend of a proprietary mobile

communication and micro-content delivery solution, and an unmatched quality and

quantity of face to face mentoring. 
 

 

What makes Prima’s technology different? 
 

Prima teamed up with leading industry experts in outplacement, user experience

and  consumer  insights and together we created a unique solution that has totally

changed the outplacement landscape. 

 

Our award-winning technology significantly increases a participant’s engagement and

reduces transition time. Unlike traditional outplacement providers, who expect job

seekers to pull information from a complex and often confusing career management

portal, Prima uses push technology to deliver tailored bite-sized content that is ‘just in

time’, ‘specific to the individual’ and ‘unique to their situation’. This helps job seekers

have better conversations with their coaches, and stay on track and engaged through

the process. This ultimately results in faster transition time - reduces your costs,

limits your liability, and protects your employer brand.

Outplacement Services Reimagined.

The smartphone has radically changed the

way people consume content. On average,

they spend more than three hours on their

smartphones every day.  And while the

amount of content available on mobile

devices is constantly increasing, their

attention span is decreasing.

Today, people  want their content in bite-

sized pieces. And, they consume these

pieces when and where it suits them. In

the age of mobile devices, they expect

everything to be available at their 



 

Prima's

mobile-led communication solution
 

To transition from a pull delivery model to

a bespoke push model, we built our own

communication technology. It sends

customised push notifications to a

participant’s mobile device at exactly the

right time, helping them to stay informed

and up to date, even when they’re on the

go. However, we appreciate that everyone

has their  preferred technology, so

notifications can be delivered by email as

well.

  

Prima's mobile-led micro content delivery solution
 

Our micro content delivery solution gives participants everything they need to get

market-ready, faster.  Prima has built  a digital ecosystem of the latest career tools,

instructional videos, learning documents and links to employment sites, all designed

to  achieve rapid results for job seekers. Our content and tools are customisable to

individual needs and available on mobile devices and desktop, giving participants the

flexibility to work on their career path when and where they want. This approach

incorporates adult learning principles, and leads the world of outplacement with its

innovation.

Outplacement Services Reimagined.

Why Job seekers need a micro content, 

mobile-led communication solution

3310 % %

In average, people

spend 3h daily on

their mobile phone

and checking it 80

times a day

92 % 3 hours

The average

attention span

decreased by 33%

over the last

decade

92% of job seekers

would appreciate

to receive valuable

content via push

notification

Only 10% of job

seekers use

traditional career

portals after only 4

weeks



Outplacement Services Reimagined.

Unlimited face to face coaching
 

Our ground breaking technology solution

works in tandem with one on one

mentoring that is unmatched in quality

and quality. While using the right

technology is an important enabler,  face

to face interaction remains a vital

component of our career transition

delivery model. That’s why we continue to

employ only the most qualified,

experienced, and passionate career

coaches in Australia.

Each participant is mentored by their designated coach, and they’re surrounded with a

team of experts, including researchers, branding and social media strategists. To find

the coach best suited to each participant, we’ve developed our own match-making

program. This program factors in personality traits, goals and other credentials that go

well beyond a participant’s age and location. 

To bring coach and participant together, we’ve established a wide-ranging network of

meeting facilities throughout Australia and NZ. This makes it easy for them to catch up

in a confidential environment.
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Yesterday’s delivery models have no place in today’s job market. That’s why Prima has

created a model for today, and tomorrow. The future of bespoke outplacement services

really does begin here.

 

To request a demo and discover how our unique approach can benefit your organisation,

please use the contact details below.

 
 

Phone: 1800 789 750

 

Email: careermanagement@prima-group.com.au

Outplacement Services Reimagined.

"just in time"

"specific to the individual"

“specific to their situation”

driven x

design

awards

Winner of the 2019 Australian Design

Award for outplacement technology


